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 In this paper, the authors argue for two main claims: first, that the epistemic results

of group deliberation can be superior to those of individual inquiry; and, second, that successful

deliberative groups depend on individuals exhibiting deliberative virtues. The development of

these group-deliberative virtues, the authors argue, is important not only for epistemic purposes

but political purposes, as democracies require the virtuous deliberation of their citizens. Delib-

erative virtues contribute to the deliberative synergy of the group, not only in terms of improving

the quality of the group’s present decisions, but also improving the background conditions for

continued group deliberation. The authors sketch a preliminary schedule of these group-

deliberative virtues modelled on Aristotle’s conception of virtue as the mean between two extreme

vices.The virtues discussed in this article include deliberative wit, friendliness, empathy, charity,

temperance, courage, sincerity, and humility.

In this paper, we will argue for two main claims and underscore one of their practical

implications for the cultivation of democratic citizens.The first and weaker claim is that

it is often better to deliberate in groups than to deliberate by oneself, because the

epistemic results of group deliberation can, in certain cases, outshine the epistemic

results of solitary deliberation (§1). The second and more important claim for our

purposes is that, while group deliberation may help move us toward achieving superior

epistemic results, deliberating in groups is not by itself sufficient. We must additionally

engage in and engender group deliberation that proceeds in the right sort of way — as

we will suggest, with group-deliberative virtue (§1 and §2). A practical implication of our

two claims is that communities of truth-seekers — including communities of teachers

and students, as well as democratic citizens more generally — need forums of group

deliberation that cultivate these virtues. Thus, it makes sense for us to attend to the

development and practice of these virtues both in ourselves and others. Ultimately,

following Aristotle, we will sketch a preliminary schedule of these group-deliberative

virtues (§3), and, finally we will briefly explain what distinguishes them from strictly

epistemic virtues (§4).

Among philosophers, at least, deliberative virtues do not always get the attention they

deserve. Even if it is common nowadays to value democratic ideals and group delibera-

tion, Descartes and Plato seem to heavily influence the way philosophy (at least) is

taught. Reflecting a certain Cartesian heritage, philosophy courses often equip students

far more for solitary inquiry than for group deliberation. And in line with Plato’s

preference for aristocracy over democracy,1 students are often moulded more into

would-be experts than into citizens ready for democratic public exchange. Socrates’

dialogical form is often treated as ancillary to concerns about politics, knowledge, and

metaphysics. Consequently, the preparation students end up with is certainly worth-
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while: for example, philosophers do well to set their students up to inquire on their own

or to be experts. But if private reflection is worthwhile, there is also reason to think that

group deliberation conducted in the right way is at least as valuable. And, moreover,

since cultivating citizens is one of the main purposes of educational institutions,2 it

makes sense to consider what virtues can help facilitate good group deliberative engage-

ment among citizens in the democratic public square.

1.

Groups tend, under certain conditions, to outperform individuals in producing good

epistemic outcomes. James Suroweicki has aptly christened this phenomenon, ‘the

wisdom of crowds.’3 Whether groups are estimating the number of beans in a jar,

guessing the weight of a large ox at a county fair, or betting on a football game, they very

regularly get the answer right more often than individuals. Examples of this sort have led

Cass Sunstein to note that ‘when the relevant conditions are met, the average answer [of

the individuals in a group], which we might describe as the group’s “statistical answer,”

is often quite accurate, where accuracy is measured by reference to objectively demon-

strable facts.’4 What is more, the statistical average answer of a group is often more

accurate than that of individual experts or any individual within or among the group in

question. Much of this can be explained by the Condorcet Jury Theorem, which we will

not rehearse here.5 But, of course, we should note that the simple fact that the average

statistical answers of groups often outshine individual answers does not entail that group

deliberation — where individuals exchange information, reasons, evidence, and argu-

ments — will tend to outshine solitary deliberation, just that the statistical averaging of

a group’s views will often yield more accurate views than that of individuals.

Nonetheless, it can be tempting to think that group deliberation will indeed tend to

outperform solitary deliberation or even the statistical averaging of individual views in a

group. Sunstein offers three reasons in favour of this.6 First, in the course of deliberation,

one or more of the members of the group might turn out to be a real expert on the matter

— and a persuasive one at that — thereby helping to bring the group as a whole up to her

own epistemic level. In the course of deliberation, information gets distributed through-

out the group, giving each member greater access to the best evidence, reasons, and

arguments available to the group. This flow of information can have the effect of

correcting individuals’ errors and propelling the best views to the surface, thereby

promoting eventual convergence upon the best (or better) view. Second, in the course of

deliberation, there can be an aggregation of the information, evidence, and arguments

held by each of the individuals within the group in such a way that leaves the group as a

whole having more information than even the best individual members of

the group. So, even if there is not an expert member in the group, through aggregation,

the group as a whole becomes a sort of super-informed expert — where the whole is equal

to the sum of its constitutive parts.Third, group deliberation can lead to new information,

evidence, reasons, and arguments not previously held by any of the individuals (or even

any collection of individuals) in a group. Consequently, group deliberation can strike a

certain synergy, leading not just to aggregation of previously distributed knowledge but to

new learning and creativity, thereby ‘producing an outcome that is far better than a mere

aggregation of preexisting knowledge’.7 That is, group deliberation can lead to a situation

where the whole is actually greater than the sum of its parts.
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In view of these potential advantages of group deliberation, perhaps it comes as no

surprise then that, over the last decade or so, engineering firms have increasingly come

to favour a collaborative approach to problem-solving. In addition to more traditional

collaborative approaches, more and more research teams have ‘crowd-sourced’ their

unresolved or otherwise costly engineering problems; over the internet, they have offered

rewards and other incentives to amateur netizens who can help find solutions. Thereby,

they have discovered and developed some arenas in which deliberating groups can

outperform individuals.There also are other cases in which groups can generate superior

epistemic outcomes. In recent years,Wikipedia has developed into such a case (notwith-

standing the now-infamous ‘John Siegenthaler’ entry faux pas).8 So have the impressive

strides that the open-source code users have made as they have worked collectively to

develop and improve software.9

To help further illustrate the advantage group deliberations can enjoy, consider the

‘Lost at Sea’ deliberation game that human resource professionals sometimes use as a

training tool.10 Participants in training seminars are asked to imagine that a group of

survivors are on a small raft, lost at sea in the South Pacific, and awaiting rescue.

Available to the survivors are fifteen items: rope, a fishing kit, five gallons of water,

maps of the Pacific Ocean, a mosquito net, a case of Army rations, some rum, a

buoyant seat cushion, a sextant, shark repellent, a shaving mirror, a transistor radio,

some plastic sheeting, some chocolate bars, and some gasoline-oil mixture. Due to

limited space, some of the fifteen items will have to be discarded, so the survivors

must decide which of them to keep and which to leave behind — or, so goes the

thought experiment.

Once this scenario has been explained, participants in the Lost at Sea training

seminars are told to rank the fifteen items listed above, weighing how important each

of them is for bringing onto the raft. At first, participants are asked to think privately

to come up with a ranking themselves. Then participants are put in groups of six or

seven people. The groups are then asked to imagine that they are together on the raft

and that they must reach a consensus about how to rank the fifteen items. The groups

have to reach a fully unanimous decision on the ranking of the items: they are not

allowed to resort to majority vote or bartering, for example. Instead, team members

are encouraged to discuss each and every item thoroughly, making sure that every

team member is willing to accept the respective ranking of each item. Consequently,

the Lost at Sea game represents a situation of genuine group deliberation, as opposed

to the mere statistical averaging of the individual views of the group. When the game

is properly played, the group’s ranking is not simply an outcome from the average

views of a group, but the product of a deliberative process in which the group has

engaged.

According to a panel of US Merchant Marine officers, there is, indeed, a correct

way to rank the fifteen items.11 This is because some basic supplies are of greater

importance when stranded at sea — e.g. items needed to draw attention to the raft

and articles needed to survive until rescued. Other items that might extend survival for

a while (like food supplies, etc.) would simply end up eliminating much needed space

for storing these other more important items.12 It is instructive to note that, in most

cases, properly deliberating groups get closer to this correct ranking than individuals

do. By achieving a sort of epistemic synergy, deliberating groups can play this game

better than individuals.
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Of course, the most we have established so far is that group deliberation can have an

advantage in certain cases, such as when the Lost at Sea game is properly played.We have

not shown that group deliberation is always superior to solitary investigation.And without

question, group deliberation may sometimes have considerable disadvantages. For a

variety of reasons, deliberating groups can simply fail to converge on the truth, fail to

properly aggregate information held by its members, and fail to outperform statistical

groups and even individuals.13 It is not surprising that in many contexts committees are

notorious, and perhaps they are rightly said to be inefficient or, worse, epistemically

crippled.14 Consider, for instance, the US intelligence community’s presumption that Iraq

had weapons of mass destruction that posed a threat to America. Ultimately, the Senate

Intelligence Committee’s July 2004 report blamed this false presumption partly on

‘groupthink’ among the intelligence community.15 There may, indeed, be situations in

which a deliberating group will suffer from a sort of negative synergy, where the group

amplifies the errors of individuals, neglects to extract the information individual members

actually have, or promotes a ‘cascade effect . . . in which the blind lead the blind’.16 And,

in turn, the outcome of their group deliberation will be epistemically worse than an

individual’s would have been. Any number of things might account for this: for example,

sheer irresponsibility or ignorance on the part of the members of the group, conflicts

among them or among their personalities or styles of deliberation, apathy, conformity and

social pressure, poor leadership, bias or anchoring beliefs among the group,17 or misin-

formation from a false expert with a forceful and confident personality. For that matter, if

the members of the group are too likeminded, then there is an increased chance of what

Sunstein has called ‘group polarization’,18 wherein the individuals in a group move toward

the view generally held by the group, thereby pushing the views shared by the group (and

the individual members of the group) to become increasingly so extreme that collective

deliberation is skewed. Further, perhaps a group can grow so large that certain viewpoints

are simply ignored, others are overplayed, and so forth, such that deliberation is unpro-

ductive.Thus, in light of all these potential pitfalls of group deliberation, it is clear that it

is important to identify conditions that increase and decrease the likelihood that deliber-

ating groups will profit from what deliberators know.

It is understandable, then, that the flood of research on deliberative democracy in the

last few years has, in many ways, focused on the question of what sorts of economic,

political, and sociological conditions are needed in order for democratic deliberation to be

productive enough.19 Nonetheless, though this sort of research may reveal a good deal

about how to structure forums of public deliberation (from town-hall-style meetings to

televised debates to college classrooms), we think Robert Dahl correctly warns against

focusing on these sorts of social conditions exclusively.He notes that even ‘if an association

were to make [only] one decision a day, allow ten hours a day for discussion, and permitted

each member just ten minutes — rather extreme assumptions, you will agree — then the

association could not have more than sixty members.’20 The point is that even if we could

determine what sociological conditions are the most favourable, there might be limits to

how fully we could achieve those ideal conditions. In the real world, we often have to face

a variety of simultaneous debates, time constraints, the problems of large numbers of

deliberators, the problem of distance among deliberators, and other less-than-ideal

settings for deliberation. Thus, it indeed makes sense for us to think about what can be

done to mitigate these sorts of practical problems — the logistical limitations, even under

the best of sociological conditions — facing our actual deliberations.
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Robert Goodin has recommended at this juncture that ‘we ease the burdens of

deliberative democracy in mass society by altering our focus from the “external collec-

tive” to the “internal reflective” mode, shifting much of the work of democratic delib-

eration back inside the head of each individual’.21 Goodin’s cue is this: whereas there are

obviously conditions external to deliberators that need to be considered when striving

for good group deliberations, it is also important that we reflect on the character internal

to individual deliberators themselves so that they might, together with the proper external

conditions (and even in the inevitably less-than-ideal circumstances for deliberation),

help facilitate the right sort of deliberation — where a positive, rather than negative,

group synergy is struck.This is to say that there needs to be a cultivation of what we will

call group deliberative virtues within the character of the individuals deliberating. As

Goodin suggests, democratic deliberative traits need to reside not only at the level of

external realities of collective deliberation but also within the character of the individuals

deliberating.22 Given that deliberation often must proceed under conditions that do not

meet the ideal or optimal desiderata, we must consider whether there are characteristics

of deliberators that can nevertheless persevere in deliberating. And further, we must

articulate how those characteristics of deliberators are crucial for developing more

effective deliberative groups.

2.

It is difficult even to mention virtue without acknowledging Aristotle’s contributions.

Aristotle held that the key to thinking about ethics is getting clear first about what

constitutes the character of a good person.The objective is to find a way that untutored

human nature can be brought to embody its requisite forms of excellence. As it turns

out, according to Aristotle, living ethically and living well requires that we live a life full

of the virtues. These virtues include courage, temperance, generosity, magnificence,

pride, good temper, wittiness, friendliness, and so on. Each of these virtues occupies a

middle position on a continuum of sorts, the extremes of which are vices of either

deficiency or excess.The habits of these vices pervert souls and lead them away from the

target of good living, that of eudaimonia, or human flourishing.

So how does this Aristotelian approach to ethical virtues inform our view of group-

deliberative virtues? First, a rough characterization of the ends these deliberative virtues

are pursuant of is in order.Whereas Aristotle held that the ultimate end of ethical virtue

is happiness, the ultimate end of group deliberation, as we have said, is warranted true

belief, or knowledge. We often deliberate together to resolve disagreements, solve prob-

lems, and address concerns, and these are pragmatic objectives of deliberation. But these

resolutions are achieved always by pursuing coordinate epistemic goals, in that in each

case, we resolve our disagreements or solve problems, or address concerns by imparting

some knowledge to one party or another. In resolving a disagreement, it is customary that

one party change his view, and another does not knowingly change her view unless she

adjudges the new view on offer as one that is in better epistemic standing.The same goes

for addressing concerns — one’s worries are allayed only if she thinks she knows or

reasonably believes some danger has been prevented. And though disagreements and

concerns can be addressed by other means (e.g. by threats of violence, cowing others into

silence, or by striking a bargain), deliberation is designed to resolve the tensions by
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directly addressing the beliefs and evidence that give rise to the controversy. Conse-

quently, and because deliberation is designed to assess the quality of those contesting

beliefs and evidence, good epistemic outcome is the ultimate objective.

We have described groups that function well as having a sort of epistemic synergy.

First, groups with such synergy generally have higher quality epistemic output compared

either to most individuals deliberating by themselves or to groups without such synergy.

That is, since high quality epistemic output is the objective of group deliberation, groups

that produce it are the ones with synergy. Second, synergy is something internal to the

group’s functioning — that is, we do not adjudge synergy by the quality of the group’s

output alone, but also on the basis of the quality of the exchange of arguments and

counter-arguments of its members. A group has synergy not just by having good output,

but also by deliberating in the right way. Further, synergy, as we see it, is not just a

function of how a group produces its results at a time, or synchronically, but how features

of its functioning perpetuate that synergy over time, or diachronically.That is, groups with

synergy not only do well at one time, but also tend to stably function well because of that

synergy. Consequently, as we see them, the virtues of deliberation that individual

members should exhibit are pursuant of group deliberative synergy along two lines. First,

the deliberatively virtuous contribute in ways that improve the epistemic evaluation of an

issue at hand — they present arguments, they respond to queries, and comport them-

selves according to the various norms appropriate to those engaged in argumentation

generally. Second, they contribute to the deliberations, either by their arguments or by

other non-argumentative means, to the continued synergistic functioning of the group.

So, we think that there is a lesson to be learned by analogy from Aristotle with respect

to arranging deliberative processes set for optimal epistemic outcomes. If the goal for

group deliberation is optimal epistemic outcomes — that is, warranted true beliefs —

then it makes sense to consider, following Aristotle’s cue, what constitutes the character

of a good deliberator such that this end could be best achieved.What virtues best enable

deliberators to strike, in a fairly systematic way, that positive epistemic group synergy? In

the next section, we will outline a number of deliberative virtues for consideration.

3.

Deliberative Wit is the ability to think creatively, critically, and constructively. For

example, it is the ability to anticipate and extend the thinking of someone who presents

a good idea before a group. This virtue mitigates the vice of deliberative dullness and the

inability or unwillingness to consider heretofore unexamined positions or to ‘think

outside the box’. At the other extreme, we can imagine someone who is simply a

deliberative buffoon of sorts, saying every little silly thing that crosses his mind or following

every red herring.

Those with deliberative wit are intellectually canny. They find creative ways to ask

questions, pursue constructive lines of argument, and finds ways for their contributions

to be relevant, but interesting. These people are quick on the uptake, they push discus-

sions farther, and they have a knack for finding weak spots in argument — even ones with

which they are inclined to agree.Witty people, further, have deliberative imagination —

they can project themselves into the perspectives of those who may disagree, and thereby

predict new objections.
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Wit generally has two crucial elements: timing and manner. Just as humorous wit

requires the right timing, deliberative wit requires that inquirers pick up on issues at the

right time, while they are still topics of concern. It is the dullard who strikes too late, who

may develop the right objection or defence, but it is behind the times, since the

discussion has passed to other things. Of course, we should always be open to re-raising

issues, even once interest has faded. But it is precisely in the value of preserving interest

that wit’s timing is crucial: the higher the level of interest, the richer and more developed

the discussion is likely to be. And as a consequence, the deliberative community will be

more vibrant.

The second crucial element of wit is that of manner — questions, comments, and

contributions must be of the right sort. Not only must the contents be relevant, but they

must also be engaging, not too long, and not too short.Those who respond with too little

express no enthusiasm for the conversation. And the boor lectures his interlocutors with

endless detailed excurses, which even if relevant, shuts down the give and take of

reason-giving. It makes the exchange often feel like a lecture, which is not an inquirational

dialogue, but an educational diatribe. Giving a lecture to someone implies that this

person belongs in your tutelage, that there is an intellectual asymmetry between you and

the other speaker.23 Additionally, the act is selfish, as it turns a discussion about an issue

into a showcase for one’s own views. It is as if to say to the interlocutor: ‘issue X is

interesting, but my views on X and related issues are more interesting’. Such a move

positions the speaker and his commitments as the topic of conversation, thereby sup-

planting the issue for inquiry. Egotistic filibusters are roadblocks to inquiry: first, because

they do not further the inquiry regarding the issue; and second, because they are

destructive to the ethic of reciprocity and equality between fellow inquirers. They can

thus damage deliberation, both synchronically and diachronically.

Deliberative Friendliness is the willingness to entertain discussion in a manner that

does not unnecessarily offend or alienate interlocutors. Vices at the extremes of this

continuum would be quibbling and quarrelsomeness about petty minutiae on the one end

and, at the other extreme, flattery of someone who has rather stupid ideas for the sake of

being ‘nice’ or seeming like a ‘good guy’.

Those with deliberative friendliness contribute to discussions in ways that bolster the

sense that fellow inquirers are welcome and safe in making their contributions. Friend-

liness builds communities of inquiry so that those involved not only feel comfortable

contributing at a certain time, but they are motivated to continue contributing in good

spirit over time.24 However, this need not undercut any of the often-adversarial elements

of disagreement in argumentative contests. Just as those who are good sportsmen in

highly individual and adversarial sports can strategically play to win but nevertheless do

so without belligerence, arguers may similarly do so.25 Criticism can be alienating, and

such alienation can yield violent reaction, refusal to continue with the discussion, or a

destruction of the cooperative enterprise of arguing by turning the discussion into a

personal quarrel.26 The hope is that — with friendliness — critical discussions, the give

and take of reasoning, and the honest evaluations of and objections to speakers’ ideas can

be pursued without mocking those who err.

The viciously adversarial arguer quibbles over irrelevant points, regularly tries to

portray the situation as one where the other side is confused or unreasonable, and takes

any argumentative failure on the other’s side to be evidence of cognitive asymmetry

between the two. Arguing with these people is possible, since they need not necessarily
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break any rule for critical dialogue. But deliberating with them is the problem. In fact,

many of these people consider themselves particularly good arguers, and they find

themselves regularly drawn to critical discussions. But instead of energizing these dis-

cussions, these people deflate them precisely because of how they treat others. Some-

times, it is hard to talk to the argumentative jerks — you can reason with them, but you

want to either walk away or give them not-so-polite introduction to your fists. As such,

instead of encouraging input from any quarter, the argumentative bully claims the

discussion for his own by making the emotional cost of continuing the discussion higher

than it may be worth. Discussants may calculate as follows: issue X is interesting and

worthy of pursuing, but it is not worth the irritation felt when discussing it with speaker

S. And as such, since few contribute, the dialectical bully holds the floor. And since there

are no objections to his views voiced, he thinks he is right — and others might think

so as well. And, what is more, this can have the effect of limiting the overall argument

pool considered by the deliberative group, inviting the problems consequent to group

polarization.

Alternately, it seems right that one can be altogether too welcoming and friendly.

There are all too often the proverbial there-are-no-bad-questions-style exchanges that,

instead of making actual intellectual progress, devolve into mutual verbal petting. The

spur of inquiry is the sting of disagreement and its implication that at least one side on

the issue is wrong. Often, intellectual communities shy away from disagreement between

its members for the sake of inclusion and appearing tolerant. But these communities

become dialectically degenerate in suppressing the significance of disagreement — if

believers do not take the fact that they disagree as important and worth addressing, then

in what way are their commitments at all significant?That is, tolerance bought at the cost

of not acknowledging and confronting disagreements is a tolerance bought at the cost of

denying the significance of the beliefs at issue.This deprives intellectual communities of

what makes them intellectual in the first place.

Argumentative friendliness may be of a family with other virtues often seen in sports

— especially those of being gracious in victory and defeat. In the same way that those

who are bad sports (showing too much enthusiasm and self-congratulation in winning

and showing indignation and resentment in defeat) undermine good play, such argu-

mentative vices are toxic to extended argumentative exchanges. Someone who exces-

sively revels in winning an argument or who is indignant about losing one is someone

who undercuts the background cooperation that must motivate deliberative contexts,

both synchronically and diachronically. If we argue not just to get the truth but also to

win the argument, we will be motivated to argue and argue well (we must not only be

willing, but positively happy to defend our views).27 But some people make us just want

to win, so as to beat them and bring them down a peg (think of the debaters we all knew

in high school), and others we do not feel as though we can criticize, because they act like

they are being beaten or harmed when criticized.The argumentatively friendly is the one

who adopts, for lack of a better term, a good sport’s sporting attitude toward argument.28

Deliberative friendliness has two correlate virtues of empathy and charity, which are

special virtues of consideration for one’s interlocutors. Deliberative empathy is the

willingness to consider viewpoints and motivations very different from one’s own. All too

often, when we are presented with unfamiliar claims or stories, we are disinclined to take

them seriously — someone is raving, freakish, or weird. But the demands of casting our

nets as widely as we can for the truth requires that we overcome our stereotypes and
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prejudices29 regarding those with whom we are only passingly and uncomfortably famil-

iar.30 All too often, we are not privy to telling perspectives, because they are all too

distant, unable, or underprivileged to have a regular seat at the conversational table. As

Goodin suggests, deliberators should be empathetic so as to compensate for the fact that

there are those who are not ‘conversationally present’; deliberative empathy helps make

marginal or underrepresented perspectives and arguments at least ‘imaginatively

present’ in the minds of deliberators.31

Alternately, deliberative charity is not only the willingness to hear out those with

whom one disagrees, but the inclination to take them as seriously as possible. Taking

others seriously requires that one interpret their objections as relevant to the issues

discussed. That is, one is inclined to interpret others’ contributions in a maximally

significant argumentative fashion and not straw-man their positions.32 Sometimes, this

may require a retooling of one’s interlocutor’s speech acts — many who contribute to

discussions are not especially canny at framing their own contributions so that they may

be taken as relevant.What the virtue of charity requires, then, is a willingness to reframe

contributions and ask the contributors whether the description of their account is

correct. And, on the demands of charity, it is important even to interpret some non-

cooperative rhetorical gestures as reflections of the current dialectical situation. For

example, the fact that one side of the debate regularly goes ad hominem, which even if an

irrelevant form of argument, is something still worth addressing and clarifying. This

virtue of charity, though it can be a costly investment of time and energy often for the

sake of addressing useless contributions, has the benefit of not only clarifying and

correcting many unclear or irrelevant contributions, but it can help set the stage with

those clarifications and corrections for more effective and serious dialogue later on.

Deliberative temperance is the virtue of moderating one’s actions in light of the

heated emotions that can arise in the midst of pointed argument. We often must

deliberate because there are disagreements, and many of those disagreements are rooted

in conflict over interests and values. Things hang on how our deliberations go, and

consequently, we can easily feel anger or frustration with those who disagree with us. It

is easy not only to see others as having ridiculous ideas, but also to then actually ridicule

them. Further, it is all too tempting to confront and humiliate those whom one sees as

sources of unnecessary difficulty, either due to their outlandish dissent or their regular

failure to cooperate in dialogue.This happens regularly in educational settings. Difficult

students — ones who talk without thinking or knowing, for instance — are regular

sources of frustration, and responses to them that are excessively intemperate ruin the

deliberative environment of the classroom. Or, in another context, take the many ‘trolls’

who post on online chat boards and discussion threads, antagonizing other posters and

pressing inane views, unresponsive to criticism. Deliberators like these can be incredibly

disruptive of worthwhile discussion. And genuinely intemperate responses to them are

equally disruptive. In fact, intemperate reaction may be precisely what these trolls are

looking for. Emotionally appropriate responses are necessary: these people can enrage

us, but it is unwise to show too much anger when we engage them. But it is important

to point out that it can also be inappropriate to show too little anger in response to those

who deserve our disapprobation.

This special attendant feature of temperance (showing the proper amount of anger)

may be rendered as the capacity to give back as good as one gets. Argumentative contexts

are frequently unfriendly places, and those whose vices further sour them to the point
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where they are no longer workable environs need to be corrected. And in some cases,

those who are ruinous to deliberation need a good shaming. The argumentative bully

often needs to be put in his place. For example, a regular strategy of the vicious is to use

the vocabulary of critical reasoning as a club or a shield, and so their opponents are

always accused of ‘straw-manning’ or ‘begging the question’. But with such charges,

speakers incur heavy dialectical burdens.33 Often these burdens are shirked, because few

have the temerity to ask for the account. But it can be a genuinely beautiful thing to see

someone who has made a charge of straw-manning asked to explain himself, and —

when he cannot — have his abuses shown clearly to all those looking on.34 Onlookers see

that the requirements for the charges are heavy, and they are further focused on the

proper management of critical dialogue.The temperate deliberator not only stands up to

dialectical bullies and shows them their errors, but also in this demonstration, lessens

their destructive influence on the deliberative discussion at hand and on the background

conditions for deliberation more generally.

Deliberative Courage is the willingness to engage and critique an otherwise popular

position or to assert and defend a perhaps unpopular position. Deliberative cowardice

would be the extreme at one end — where one is unwilling to stick her neck out against

the flow of a crowd. And deliberative rashness is the extreme on the other end — where one

is willing to stick her neck out with no appropriate fear of easy refutation.

The deliberatively courageous are willing to face the viciously adversarial defenders of

views, knowing that those present may respond in manners that will be costly to them.

They are willing to bear non-argumentative burdens involved in arguing for their views.

These burdens can range from the simple emotional discomfort and anxiety of having

people speak disparagingly of your views or your character (intellectual, moral, or

otherwise), to the threat of ostracism, to actual violence.35 The intellectually brave stand

their ground and present the arguments for their views. The cowardly flee from these

threats — the prospects of discomfort or pain overcome their commitment to the truth

and defensibility of their views.That said, defences for views can also be reckless — the

time may be wrong, or the view may not be significant enough to defend publicly and

bear the burdens of the defence.The reckless or cavalier defender of every commitment

not only endangers his own wellbeing, but sometimes the viability of the intellectual

programs themselves are endangered, too. For example, those who defend unpopular

views before they are well worked out or under conditions where adherents would be

killed need to be careful about when and where they espouse their views. In the case of

incompletely worked out views, a reckless defender risks not only making a fool of

himself, but he also risks making the views themselves look foolish. Many may take the

case as closed. In the case of deadly persecution, taking a stand means death, and then

there are not any people left to think about the view except from the position that rejects

it. In some cases, you owe it to the view for you to stay alive by keeping quiet and waiting

for a more opportune time to defend it. But this is not to say that facing death in the

defence of one’s views is always reckless, as surely revolutionaries and martyrs may

justifiably take such risks; but these risks are ones timed appropriately.36

Deliberative Sincerity is the virtue that when one asserts a position as one’s own, it

actually is one’s own position; that one is not dissembling or bearing false witness for

strictly strategic (and non-epistemic) purposes. By contrast, deliberative dissemblance can

come in either the form of 1) inviting interlocutors to state their positions, or in the form

of 2) stating a position oneself — but neither for the sake of inquiring, but for the sake
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of making a display or gaining a rhetorical advantage.37 On the one hand, one may ask

an interlocutor to expand on her position, not for the sake of understanding the view

better or allowing her to make her case, but for the sake of encouraging her to make a

spectacle of herself. For example, a talk show host may ask a representative of a view he

holds in contempt to explain herself, not so that they may examine the case at issue, but

so he can turn to his audience afterwards and intone, ‘You see what we are up against,

America?!’

On the other hand, people might express views they do not actually hold — again, not

for purposes of promoting inquiry, but for strictly strategic purposes. This can be

problematic in cases where refusing to disclose one’s actual view — especially when

asked to — causes suspicion. Moreover, it can signal dialectical asymmetry where one

effectively communicates the following: ‘your views are under investigation, but mine are

not touchable (. . . by you, at least)’. This can amount to a refusal to accept the

consequences of one’s own views, as well as cultivate dialectical uncooperativeness. One

of the dialectical demands of arguers is that they must make efforts to supply premises

that are acceptable to their audience, and audience members have the obligation to

accept premises they find acceptable by their own lights.38 Without this cooperative

background in place, arguments in deliberation will likely affect no change in view. As a

consequence, audience members must be honest and upfront about their own commit-

ments about the proposals to which they assent or deny, especially when requested.

Otherwise, deliberative dissemblance unfairly places progressively heavier dialectical

burdens on one’s opponents.

That said, there is a virtue to being overtly and openly uncooperative in a related sense

— that of being a so-called devil’s advocate.What the virtuous devil’s advocate does first

is announce that she will not be representing her own views, but that of some other

person or group whom the arguer takes as wrong or ripe for criticism. The devil’s

advocate, then, nevertheless tries to be true to those views in the discussion.The expected

end, of course, is that the groups have internally performed tests for the quality of their

arguments. The opposition need not always be present for the development of argu-

ments, but may be imaginatively present in the form of the devil’s advocate. It should be

noted, however, the effectiveness of this sort of dialectical strategy for argument devel-

opment is dependent on the accurate knowledge of what exactly the other side believes,

what reasons they proffer (or would proffer), and what inclinations they themselves have

(or would have) in these discussions. Devil’s advocacy is parasitic on knowledge of actual

devils and their commitments. This requires that a background condition for playing a

devil’s advocate is knowledge of an issue and the various competing views and arguments

on the subject. (Hence the good devil’s advocate will likely need to express the virtue of

empathy mentioned above.) Two important goods are achieved when dialectical moves

such as devil’s advocacy is preformed. First, the arguments are honed and better

prepared to address the commitments of those who need to be taken into consideration.

And second, the arguers themselves are more practiced in the art of the adversarial

argumentative dialogue, but in a way that nevertheless preserves the broader cooperative

background. One is less likely to be taken aback or express indignation at others who

disagree, as one will be in the habit of intellectual engagement.39

Deliberative Humility is the willingness to hold one’s view fallibly and in such a way

as to admit that one might be shown to be wrong in light of better reasons, evidence, and

argument.The related vice here would be deliberative hubris on the one end — that is, the
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unwillingness to even consider that one’s view could be refined or refuted by others.

And, on the other end, the related vice would be something like deliberative insecurity —

that is, the inability to think that one could ever be on target about an issue.

Humility is a lacuna in the Aristotlean schedule of virtues — after all, Aristotle thought

that pride was necessary for eudaimonia. But humility is a high epistemic and deliberative

virtue, even if it is not necessarily required in other contexts. For one to say that she

believes (or to assert) that p is for her to hold that p is true. And, for one to hold that p

is true is for her to hold that p is supported by reasons that can withstand fair critical

scrutiny. For one to maintain all of that puts a believer in a position where she must be

engaged in the process of justifying her held belief to others — to giving and exchanging

reasons concerning p. As a consequence, when someone says that she believes that p, she

is thereby committed, as Cheryl Misak argues, ‘to defending p — to arguing that [she is],

and others are, warranted in believing p’.40 Of course, in order to defend p, one must be

willing to entertain challenges to p, such that her belief that p is ‘responsive to or

answerable to reasons and evidence’.41 And, this means, of course, that a believer of any

variety is already tacitly committed to participating in deliberation and thereby owning

up to the risk of deliberative defeat. This epistemic norm of humility is then embedded

in the very practice of holding any belief whatsoever. And, when we seek to make good

on this norm, we open ourselves up to the activity of inquiry and deliberation with

others.Yet, without this virtue sufficiently in place among potential deliberators, groups

of people have little hope of ever getting an actual deliberation off the ground, and they

are, at best, left with what Alasdair MacIntyre aptly labels a ‘civil war by other means’.42

4.

Clearly, our list here is only preliminary. Nonetheless, in view of the schedule of virtues

we have sketched, it is important that we make explicit exactly what makes these virtues

virtuous in the first place. In other words, we should say why these character traits listed

above are virtues. A question attends our presentation: are these character traits virtues

because they are truth-conducive, or because they are conducive to cooperation and

good sentiments among the deliberators in a group? Our answer is: both. They are

virtues, first, because they contribute to the truth-conducivity of deliberation. Second,

these character traits are virtues because they protect and enhance the background

conditions of the group deliberation itself, both in the moment of their enaction and over

time. In that sense, these character traits become virtues in light of the fact that they

enhance social cooperation and stable argumentative interactions among the delibera-

tors in a group. But it is important to note that the latter is important, at least for

deliberation, because it is helpful in getting at the former — after all, getting the truth is

the point of deliberation in the first place. These virtues are, in the first instance,

pragmatic. They are virtues of coordination between speakers. However, their ultimate

goal, in the second instance, is epistemic, as the coordination they bring about is

conducive of better cognitive outcomes. The following discussion should be exemplary

of our approach. Let us concede that there are independent moral reasons for friendli-

ness. However, there are dialectical goods that come from friendliness, as they produce

a kind of reciprocity between speakers.This reciprocity, in turn, leads to other cognitive

goods from exchanges, as people are willing to share more, consider counter-evidence,
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and cast their nets widely for other thoughts on the matter when in a friendly conver-

sation. And this yields better understanding, better evidence, and ultimately, better

likelihood of truth. And so the pragmatic function of friendliness, from a cognitive

perspective, is serviceable in terms of its truth-conducivity.This is not to reduce the norm

of friendliness to its cognitive outcomes, but to note that the norms of truthfulness

between friends is not itself an exclusively moral demand. Once we see this, we are

capable of seeing a number of our ethical virtues as having a distinctively cognitive

undercurrent.

One way of thinking about what all of these virtues hold in common is that they lessen

speaker inclination to opt out of contributing productively to deliberations, as well as

lessen the extent to which psychological impediments to cogent reasoning might be

introduced during the course of group deliberation. So, what is it that makes these

virtues virtuous, at the end of the day? They help facilitate epistemically productive

group deliberation. And, insofar as they facilitate good group deliberations, they are

truth-conducive. So, for instance, we can see the payoff for these virtues in terms of

specific fallacies they hold at bay during the course of a deliberation. For instance,

friendliness would lessen an interlocutor’s proclivity to rely on abusive arguments in

moments of conflict. Empathy would lessen the extent to which one might be inclined

to beg the question by being unresponsive to the commitments of one’s audience or

suppress evidence the audience may be unaware of. Charity would help lessen the

temptation to offer straw man refutations of an opponent’s views. And so on.

The central thought is that the deliberative virtues are justified to the extent that they

facilitate — again, in conjunction with the proper external deliberative conditions —

optimal truth-seeking synergetic features of group deliberation in both the synchronic

elements of arguments given and in the diachronic elements of contributing to a healthy

deliberative climate. Hence, those of us who concern ourselves with the truth-seeking

process have reason to encourage and to develop in ourselves and others these virtues in

order to achieve our own goals and facilitate epistemically fruitful democratic delibera-

tion more generally.

It is worth noting the difference between epistemic virtues and group-deliberative

virtues.43 On the one hand, there is clearly a fair amount of intersection between the two

sorts of virtues — after all, the better part of being a good deliberator in any group is

wrapped up with being a good thinker and, ultimately, forming beliefs in the right way.

But, as we have shown, not all deliberative norms are reducible to epistemic norms.That

is to say, some of the deliberative virtues deal with non-epistemic norms — e.g. friend-

liness or sincerity — that are in service to providing the background conditions under

which good epistemic practices can take shape either synchronically or diachronically.

Consequently, these norms are more pragmatic than directly epistemic. Still, their

ultimate end is — we note again — epistemic, though their function is one beyond

knowledge-production aimed at ensuring more responsible management of a group’s

cognitive attitudes.

This point that there are independent pragmatic desiderata conditioning epistemically

properly functioning deliberation may come as a surprise. But it should not be too

surprising, as the point here is to develop a model for virtues of interacting with others so

that groups can produce better epistemic outcomes. Because our interactions may not

always be directly epistemic, and because it seems that our epistemic outcomes are better

when there is less general friction, it seems clear that for the sake of some epistemic
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outcome, we are often obliged to pursue some non-epistemic ends. And so virtues of

exchange that instil a broader friendliness and wit among argumentative peers may yield

better argumentative exchanges, and hence epistemically better group deliberations. But

part of the virtue of those who are friendly and witty in those exchanges is their valuing

the friendship and playfulness of those exchanges, too. The same goes for deliberative

justice, as it is clear that one must not just be motivated to avoid epistemic injustice not

just because the epistemic outcomes are generally worse, but because it is injustice, full

stop. Properly functioning argument-exchange is made possible by the background

conditions of the personal relationships of the individuals in the exchange and the

broader political climate in which they argue. A good deal of recent work in deliberative

democracy has captured the symmetry between good argument and good governance,

but a closer attention to the personal level of argument-exchange requires that we attend

to the virtues of effectively navigating the personal level of argumentation.44
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